SCT PUTS
YOU IN THE
DRIVER’S SEAT.
™

SCHWING CONTROL TECHNOLOGY ™ FOR CONCRETE TRUCK MIXERS

TECHNOLOGY
THAT DELIVERS.
Schwing Control Technology™ is the most innovative concrete mixer
system available with easily navigated touchscreens, a large-button
console for tactile operation, a rear-mounted backup camera, a
wireless remote, and the most intuitive interface on the market. Bring
your concrete deliveries into the 21st century with SCT: the latest in
electronic mixer systems.

THE DRUM GETS
ITS OWN DASHBOARD.
Today’s world revolves around touchscreens. SCT’s large 7” screen is
also its most valuable. Between two main pages you can fully control
the mixer with push button or touchscreen functionality. Plus, a large
viewing window appears on screen when the backup camera is in use.
Color screen

Visual warning icons
for critical functions

Audible alarm
for high oil temp

Color indication
for function status
Wireless transmitter
with charging station

DRIVE OPERATIONS
WITH YOUR FINGERTIPS.
The large SCT screen is the clearest and most informative while the
smaller screen packs valuable info into a compact space. Well-designed
touch controls allow operators to drive with their eyes and operate the
mixer with one hand. The end result is better concrete on every load.

The 7” LCD Color Touchscreen shows
what you need to know.
3” LCD Screens are available in
SMART EP and Cable versions.

RICH FUNCTIONALITY
WITHIN REACH.
Schwing Control Technology offers more features, including our next
generation of innovations to SMART DRUM® technology, and plenty
of options for greater driver control and confidence.

Digital Slump Meter
In-cab reading.
Adjusts to your operation.

Digital Data Feedback
Helps troubleshoot.
Makes maintenance easy.

Rocker Switches (optional)
Gives drivers the power to operate.

Wireless Transmitter
2-way communication.
Stop functionality.
Multiplex Keypad (optional)
Raised button dividers.
Dimmable LED lights.

Joystick (optional)
Puts control in the
driver’s hands.

Rear Pendant
with CAN Cable
Multiplex keypad.
Multiple cord lengths.

A TECHNOLOGICAL TRIO
OF ADVANTAGES.
Load Function

Simple-to-control for greater fuel savings.

SCT separates truck and drum rpm for better
fuel economy, lower overall rpm and therefore
longer drum life. By sensing the beginning
of a batch plant load, the Load Function
increases the drum rpm and truck engine
speed when you need it.

Mix Function

Concrete revolves around the revolutions.
Minding the line between agitated, mixed
and expiring concrete takes precision. SCT’s
Mix Function monitors a load’s progress and
adjusts drum rpm to a constant speed after
75 revolutions. The result is greater driver
freedom and more usable payloads.

Inclinometer (optional)

Measuring drum angle to adjust rpm.

A digital slump meter works in tandem with
drum angle sensors to adjust drum speed.
This level of precise measuring keeps concrete
in the cavity and controls drum revolutions to
the exact rate each situation demands.

PARTS AND SERVICE
ON DEMAND.
Call center hours from 6-6 CST.
Online parts available around the clock.
Field service techs throughout the country.
Service tailored to your company’s needs.
Service technicians standing by at 1-888-SCHWING.

Visit schwing.com/sct for more
on Schwing Control Technology.

Concrete solutions to build our world.
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